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THE POOR CHILDREN—a Pushcart-winning collection
from April Ford—presents an exciting, new, and very 
powerful female voice in the world of literary fiction.

“From the amazing first sentence of Ford’s debut collection, I 
was hooked. This is a rarity: a compellingly original voice and 
vision.”

—David Morrell, New York Times bestselling author           
“Ford’s prose is a sort of nimbus about darkness. She 
deals with painful subject matter in an unflinching manner 
reminiscent of some of Cormac McCarthy’s early books. A 
compelling, brave, and original debut.” 

 —Naeem Murr, Man Booker Prize nominee

SANTA FE: Award-winning author April Ford bursts onto the literary scene to wide critical acclaim with 
this edgy, stunning collection that deftly examines the underbelly of the human condition through a 
fascinating cross-section of characters—a correctional officer fixated on a juvenile offender, a Goth teenager 
and her werewolf boyfriend, a pyromaniac by happenstance, a set of twins haunted by an unconfirmed 
death. 

THE POOR CHILDREN by April Ford (Santa Fe Writers Project, April 2015) pushes beyond the norms of daily 
life and into the sometimes morally lawless worlds of dynamic, inventive characters. Ford explores the 
eccentric, the perverse, the disenfranchised, and the darkly comic possibilities at play in us all. 

Winner of the 2013 Santa Fe Writers Project Literary Awards Program, judged by New York Times 
bestselling author David Morrell, THE POOR CHILDREN is a bold step into the often undervalued short form. 
The use of language and hard-edged storytelling breathe new life into the short form tradition, creating a 
renewed and wide appeal for all readers. 

April Ford is a genderfluid author living in Montreal, Quebec with her rescue family. Her 
fiction, poetry, and essays have appeared in print and online journals in Canada, the U.S., 
Mexico, Germany, and Scotland. She is the recipient of a Pushcart Prize for her short story 
"Project Fumarase." www.aprilfordauthor.com
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Published by Santa Fe Writers Project, Distributed by IPG

Fiction | 190 pages | 5.5 x 8.5 | $15.95 US ($17.99 CAN) | Trade paper | ISBN: 978-1-9396501-8-4
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• Guest Editor (prose), 2017 Pushcart Prize anthology.
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• 2016 Pushcart Prize, “Project Fumarase” (short story).
• First Runner-Up, Carousel: A Novel, 2016 Salt Cay Writers Retreat Merit Scholarship

Contest.
• Semi-Finalist, Gentle: A Novel, 2014 William Wisdom–William Faulkner Creative

Writing Competition, Pirate’s Alley Faulkner Society.
• Finalist, Gentle: A Novel, 2014 Molly Ivors Prize for Fiction, Gorsky Press.
• Grand Prize, The Poor Children: Stories, 2013 Santa Fe Writers Project Literary Awards

Program for Fiction.
• Writer in Residence, May/June 2013, Ucross Foundation.
• Finalist, The Poor Children: Stories, 2013 international Scott Prize for a debut short story

collection, Salt Publishing, UK.
• Robert Johnson Fellow, February 2013, Virginia Center for the Creative Arts.
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A review of April L. Ford’s The Poor Children
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by Brad Windhauser

When I was a kid, I camped out by the radio, eagerly awaiting my favorite song-of-the-moment to be
played. Once I saved enough of my allowance, I bought the 45 singles for these songs. I loved dropping
the needle, revealing the first chord that signaled the first step in the brief emotional journey about to
begin. As I matured, and allowed my musical education to expand, I was taught a valuable lesson about
listening to music: songs are great, but if you really want to understand what a particular artist
—particularly a talented artist who is interested in creating art, not just a few catchy songs that won’t be
remembered five years from now—you need to experience an artist live.

I won’t touch the argument about what makes a “true” musician: a person’s ability to sing best live or
pull off a tricky chord progression in front of a raucous crowd. No, I’m talking about an artist’s
ambition, and what that person is able to create on the large canvas that a live show makes possible.
How does the artist pair moods, draw out emotions in one song only to change things up next; how
does the artist introduce a theme and then build on it, deepening what you feel through the course of the
show? How does the artist open, and where does he or she leave you by concert’s end? The best artists
make you feel, and although you might not remember every moment, every detail, every guitar lick,
drum fill, every (occasional) drowned-out lyric, you will remember how you felt leaving the building.

You’ve been moved in a short period of time.

The stories in The Poor Children are akin to the best collection of live songs. They hum with the anxieties
of adolescence, and cover issues both big and small for her main characters. The power each story is able
to create rests with its ability to use point of view in order to illuminate the difference between the way
these fully-realized characters experience life versus the way mainstream society would (and do) scold
their feelings and actions as inappropriate, illegal, or antisocial. The author, however, respects these
characters, and instead of judging them for the lives they lead, she invites us to examine lives lived on
the fringe of mainstream society, ones worthy of our respect and examination. Can we pity these poor
children? Sure, but the potentially misleading collection’s title can be read as financially poor or as
children worth of our empathy. But that doesn’t mean they see themselves as embodying the negative
connotations either viewpoint carries. Are these people wounded? Sure; but that doesn’t mean they’re
broken. The collection explores a variety of connotations in which these children can be poor—whether
it be financially, deficient family structures, blatantly exploited, abandoned, etc. It also demonstrates
how people survive within systems stacked against them. Not all of them triumph, but the collection
will force you to question how you measure what it means to triumph.

Ford establishes the collection’s unflinching tone with “Layla.” Set in a juvenile detention facility, the
story follows Layla, an inmate with a prosthetic leg, who connects with Andrea, a correctional officer
who struggles with her thoughts on working with kids. The point of view toggles effectively between
these two women with a jaded tone, one fostered by a society that allows for such troubled girls to
proliferate in society. The real point here, though, is the impact working in such an environment has on
Andrea: what kind of mother will she be to the four-month fetus inside her? By story’s end, it’s clear that
she’s leery of the destructive possibility of the kids. This story keeps you off kilter, and as such, it’s a
fitting opening: this is not a series that in any way attempts to be sentimental towards these neglected
children.

Strong images and details also pervade “Yellow Gardenias,” a first-person narrated story about a 13-year
old girl who has an unfortunate though potent crush on a friend of her father’s, named Earl. Set in an
impoverished home, the story offers a creepy look at a girl too young to realize she’s lusting after an
awful man who would never respect her. Still, her infatuated attempt to be more mature is palpable and
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saddening, like watching a train wreck you can’t prevent. There’s reason to cringe at the lack of food
she’s provided in her home (which she doesn’t really mind) and to tear up at the moments she spend
with her stuffed animals. But there’s also reason to cheer when she reaches her sad but appropriate
disillusionment towards Earl, as she watches him, drunk, piss in the potted flower in the corner of her
family room. This final detail is one of many carefully crafted moments that demonstrate the author’s
use of atypical, fresh details. The story’s voice genuinely captures the point of view of a 13-year old.

All of Ford’s talents are marshalled in the collection’s third and strongest story: “A Marmalade Cat for
Jenny.” The story follows Scott and his younger sister, Jenny, who is being molested by her father, and
right under their mother’s indifference. Their friend Mark, who is living with them, takes matters into
his own hands soon after the mother’s death, and goes to prison for murdering the father. Accepting the
burden of raising his sister, Scott grows up much too fast, but manages to keep what’s left of their family
intact, until Mark is released from prison at 21.

The details used throughout—from the brutal opening scene of the trio torturing the stray cat (in an
awful attempt to keep the stray population in check) to the weak efforts at discouraging Jenny from
pursuing her infatuation with Mark—Ford renders every moment crucial within this stretch of these
characters’ lives. The point isn’t to wallow in the sadness of bearing down on these people; rather, the
author conveys a sense that life sometimes just is. The real weighty question here is what do we do for
our family and how much control should we attempt in order to decide for them what they should
pursue in order to be happy? When do we need to let go? This long story is also a good example of
Ford’s use of length—there is not an ounce of padding in her prose.

By this point in the collection, though, the themes begin to cover similar territory in slightly similar
ways. Variety is needed. The fourth story still trades in the now-familiar alienation, pain of falling in
love, troubled relationships with parents, but Ford introduces a variety of forms that inject a little new
life into her emotional palette. In “RunawayBitch13,” the seventh grade narrator, M-, falls for an older
boy, Justin, who is also a social outcast. Although their hooking up is a bit too easy, their version of love
becomes twisted, leading to Justin murdering M-’s parents. Told through standard prose, effective series
of text messages, and a newspaper article (which closes the story), Ford comments on the influence of
technology in children’s lives today. The detached tone in the newspaper article shows just how the
adult world responds. This effective use of form gives the reader a brief respite from the repetition of the
characters, in part because they are woven into a larger societal context through the media. Here, we
begin to see one collection’s deftly constructed messages: Society doesn’t understand these kids.

Although every story thus far is successful, that doesn’t mean that every story is a knockout. If every
concert contains a song that invites the audience to take a bathroom break, “Bleary” invites a little reader
indifference, but only because it drags in comparison to the other stories. Trigger, the story’s narrator,
lives in an Alberta Youth correctional facility, consigned there after struggling with his pyromaniac
tendencies. Although he’s blasé about being a delinquent—he feels more in control than the system
thinks him capable—the story shows his compassionate side towards animals. In a tender-without-
being-saccharine moment, we see how he cares for an abused dog, which his mother assumed that he
hurt. Throughout, you feel how he tries—often in vain—to connect with people, but the story offers an
ending that could use more emotional heft.

But what’s missing in “Bleary” comes out strong in “Isabella’s Haunting,” which presents perhaps the
starkest contrast to the rest of the stories. Steeped in an Edgar Allen Poe vibe, the story follows two kids,
a boy and a girl, who have been plucked from an orphanage so that the girl can be groomed to imitate a
deceased girl in a haunted house tourist attraction, created by Madame Jasmin. Told through the
girl-who-would-be-Isabelle’s point of view, the narrator exposes us to the creepy details of her existence
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—carrying on conversations with guests, having grown men watch her sleep, and in one stance, even
masturbate while doing so—without showing that she fully gets just how exploited she is. The superb
use of details throughout, though, bring this story alive in ways similar to the deft touch the author
shows elsewhere. You’ll wince when she discovers that a former resident scratched a plea for help into
the wall, hears Madame Jasmine offer her availability (a packed week of appointments with guests), and
the way she describes her namesake’s death discovery. More significantly, the story also shows the
touching concern her brother has for her, and, as in other stories, the extent to which one sibling goes to
protect the other from harm. Though, unlike other stories, the grand protective gesture can’t save a
young girl who’s been so traumatized that she’s mentally crippled by story’s end, a mere ghost in her
own twisted life. This ending rewards the departure in tone (macabre) and set-up (blatant exploitation of
a child) from the other stories in the collection invoked by this engaging—and unsettling—story.

The closing story, “Bananas and Lime,” focuses on two adults leading a law enforcement seizure of
children from a religious cult compound. Juggling their two points of view, the story pulls back from a
child’s point of view for the first time since the opening story, and in so doing, forces the reader to pay
attention to the plight of kids spotlighted. Without preaching, this narrative move allows you to see the
situation for what it is: Even when saved, these kids have the cards stacked against them—even if they
don’t realize it yet. The story doesn’t offer a solution to this dilemma, but just like the Child Protective
Services investigator who tries to reach one of the girls, the best we can hope for is compassion, which,
sadly, the other point of view, the male boss in charge on the scene, lacks: this operation is about career
advancement.

Ending here is a smart choice—would you expect a triumphant, happy ending to a collection that begins
the way this one does? But ultimately, that’s the point of the collection. It won’t be for everyone, but it is
worthy of everyone’s attention. Some will chose to look away from the content, but at some level, these
stories challenge us to think about from what we are so intent on looking away: The very things that
need our attention in society. As these stories demonstrate, often an all-too-often part of that includes the
poor children in our midst. This idea couldn’t be conveyed as effectively by any of these stories in
isolation, but the picture they paint collectively does the job.

This collection might be a bit short for some readers, but just as the first solo tour of a musician’s career,
one unfolding in theaters or small clubs, this collection is short but tight. It bodes well for the work that
is in Ford’s future.

***

The Poor Children by April L. Ford. Santa Fe Writer’s Project. 2015. $12.95.

***

Brad Windhauser’s novel Regret is available on Amazon.  Follow his group blog at 5Writers.com
(http://5writers.com/) and his solo blog, where, as a gay author, he chronicles his journey reading the
Bible for the first time: BibleProjectBlog.com (http://bibleprojectblog.com/).
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An Authorlink interview By Columnist Ellen Birkett Morris

They bit, they kicked, sometimes they pulled out their own hair in such chunks they
left hickey-like marks on their scalps that had to be washed and disinfected and
covered with gauze.

The Poor Children
by April L. Ford
Buy this Book
at Amazon.com

From the first line of the first story of April L. Ford’s award winning collection THE
POOR CHILDREN, the reader is clear about the world they are entering. It is the
clarity with which Ford depicts this world, the unsentimental, and straightforward
telling that give the stories their power. Ford talks about her journey as a writer and
how she found her way to these dark tales.

“. . . I like to be up by six
a.m. so I can write
before the day escapes.
“
—FORD

AUTHORLINK: Tell us about your apprenticeship as a writer – degrees, jobs,
workshops, writing groups, classes, and mentors that helped you along the way.

FORD: I completed undergraduate and graduate degrees in creative writing, but I
didn’t start until I was twenty-three, and it took me until age thirty-five to finish. I
wanted to love being in school, workshopping with peers every week, but mostly I
didn’t love it, so I rebelled and went at my own pace. Also, I’ve turned down many
invites to late-night, uh, career-shaping social functions, because I like to be up by
six a.m. so I can write before the day escapes. In spite of the aforementioned, I’ve
found some terrific mentors over the years, and I’m grateful for their ongoing friend-
ships. As for jobs, I’ve successfully avoided the food service and retail industries,
as well as telephone-answering and data-entry work.

AUTHORLINK: These stories deal with the often unseen world of children, who
are often victims, sometimes victimizers, and ultimately survivors, however dam-
aged they are. As a writer you go there and linger there even when it hurts.  What
kind of discipline did this take as a writer? What, if any, emotional costs?

FORD: I smoked a lot of cigarettes and ate a lot of chocolate bars during the years
I wrote The Poor Children, so if I end up a cancer-ridden diabetic in my fifties, you’ll
know why. (I’ve since retired all unhealthy habits.)

AUTHORLINK: Where do stories begin for you? character? plot? image? first
line? 
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FORD: A first line.

AUTHORLINK: Some of these stories were born from news features that you read.
Can you pick one and discuss how you went from story idea to evolution?

FORD: “Bananas and Limes” started in summer twenty-eleven, after I became ob-
sessed with the Warren Jeffs / Zion Ranch atrocity, and HBO’s Big Love television
series. It took a while for narrative to emerge, because at first I was hyper-focused
on the visual horror of people afflicted with fumarase deficiency. They had to look
like monsters, because Warren Jeffs is a monster. At the end of that summer, I sent
a fistful of pages though graduate workshop, and my peers pointed out spots
where there was potential for story—spots I couldn’t see on my own. (Once again,
thank you, friends!) Two years later, I arrived at the title “Bananas and Limes” and
concluded The Poor Children. This past May, I received notice that a version of the
story published in the summer twenty-fourteen issue of Mew Madrid journal, as
“Project Fumarase,” won a Pushcart Prize. Wee!

“I think I was trying to
protect the youth I men-
tored by not transfusing
my fiction with their
hardships and traumas .
. .”
—FORD

AUTHORLINK: You also worked as a writing mentor with troubled youth. In what
way did that inform your writing of these vivid stories?

FORD: I think I was trying to protect the youth I mentored by not transfusing my fic-
tion with their hardships and traumas, by not taking from them as other adults in
their lives had. But of course I was inspired and influenced by the strident personal-
ities and compelling life stories, and all helped boost my imagination.

AUTHORLINK: How did the premise of THE POOR CHILDREN develop? When
did you know you had a cohesive collection on your hands?

FORD: I wish I had an impressive answer to this question, like, “One morning at
breakfast, the cover art from Jean Cocteau’s The Holy Terrors appeared on my
toast.” If you had told me when I was twenty-three that my first published book
would be a story collection, I would have scolded you. I’m a novelist! Yet over an
eight-year period, I kept writing stories that exceeded traditional print journal word
limits, and these stories happened to be unified by the theme of troubled youth.
When I finished “Bananas and Limes,” I knew I had exhausted my interest in the
theme, and a collection seemed like an ideal destination for the sibling stories.

“The awards program
gave me author
cred—my first book was
published because of
it! “
—FORD

AUTHORLINK: This book won the 2013 Santa Fe Writers Project Award. Tell me
about that program.

FORD: The awards program gave me author cred—my first book was published
because of it! A few weeks before I received the congratulatory email from SFWP
Director Andrew Gifford, my father had passed away. After I came to terms with
Andrew’s email, I sent him a (rambling) reply of thanks and then went for a walk. It
was a gorgeous fall afternoon. I’m an atheist, and a well-rounded anti-believer of
concepts like the Universe and “it was meant to be,” but for the rest of that day I
said things out loud to my departed father, like, “You had something to do with this,
didn’t you?”

The awards program runs every two years. It’s running right now.
Run: http://sfwp.com/the-contest. The priority is to encourage excellence in writing.
As stated on the webpage, “All work will be eligible despite genre, form, subject, or
length.” Winners are offered a contract, and then SFWP becomes significant in
your life while the team transforms your manuscript into a book. It’s an electrifying
process, and an important survey of the publishing industry if it’s your first time.
This year’s judge is Emily St. John Mandel, author of the acclaimed Station Eleven.
The judge who changed my life is New York Times bestselling author David Mor-
rell.
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AUTHORLINK: Talk to me about the title.

FORD: In a moment of goofiness (and maybe despair), I declared to my spouse,
“The title of the collection shall be The Poor Children.” I don’t think I’ll ever stop
feeling proud of myself for that moment.

AUTHORLINK: Though the subject matter is tough and gritty your prose has a
wonderful rhythm and lilt. What sort of choices did you make to develop this style
or did it emerge naturally?

FORD: “A wonderful rhythm and lilt” – thank you! The Poor Children was my solo
apprenticeship, private time wherein I took all power away from the reader and
turned it over to narrative possibilities and literary devices. “A Marmalade Cat for
Jenny” was born from my passing obsession with the Texas drawl, so the earliest
drafts are laden with dialect. “Isabelle’s Haunting” reflects my interest in elevated
tone, while “Bananas and Limes” was my timid dip into genre writing. I didn’t plan
out any of the stories; each one emerged in the moment, on its own time.

“My editor ended up
spending hours on the
phone with me, talking
me down from a high
state of distress—“I’m a
terrible writer! I’m so
sick of these stories!””
—FORD

AUTHORLINK: What were the greatest challenges when writing THE POOR
CHILDREN and how did you overcome them?

FORD: Actually, my biggest challenge was proofreading the galley. After eight
years, I was finally seeing my stories bound as a collection! Right? My editor ended
up spending hours on the phone with me, talking me down from a high state of dis-
tress—“I’m a terrible writer! I’m so sick of these stories!” She even helped me
proofread the galley. Via email, a colleague assured me the galley is a downright
muggy, soggy part of the process, because by then, the thrill of being published
has been all but muted by the tedium of the publishing process. (One’s enthusiasm
does return, though. The tedium is absolutely worth it.)

AUTHORLINK: Tell me about your research for this book.

FORD: Sometimes, like when I’m panicking because I haven’t written anything
solid in a while, I worry that The Poor Children was all I had in me. In reality, I’ve
finished one novel and started another since, but it’s scary to still feel so gutted. I
mean, other than sporadic Internet searches when I became obsessed with
specifics, everything inThe Poor Children came from me, “The Darkly Lit Library of
April L. Ford.” I learned how to be a writer by writing that collection, and now I’m
onto different things and have to learn to be a writer all over again.

AUTHORLINK: Talk about the process of revision for this collection. Who was your
editor and what was it like working with him/her? How many revisions did you do
and what was your main focus when making changes? Advice on revision for ap-
prentice writers?

FORD: My guess is I returned to each story at least five times over the eight years
it took me to complete the collection. Karen Kovacs was the editor who worked
on The Poor Children, and she was wonderful—totally in love with the stories, full
of questions about the characters, and more excited about the forthcoming publica-
tion than I was. Your editor should be enthusiastic about your work; your editor is
your audience’s eyes and your work’s advocate. She/he is ultimately responsible
for satisfying the publisher’s vision, which means you’ll certainly have to make
changes to your work; and a good editor will guide you through this process, and
know when to defer to your protests. As for advice on revision: Don’t do it when
you’re feeling pissed. Don’t do it when you’re feeling elated. Do it when you’re feel-
ing sensible.

“You need savvy, grit,
and good spirits to suc-

AUTHORLINK: Are there particular habits that you would encourage writers to cul-
tivate – habits of the mind or attitude or work habits?
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ceed as a writer. “
—FORD

FORD: That whole chain-smoking, whiskey-quaffing, freewheeling, lecherous life-
style? It’s aggrandized and unhealthy. And boring. You need savvy, grit, and good
spirits to succeed as a writer.

AUTHORLINK: Advice to new writers on staying encouraged and focused on the
right things?

FORD: Spend more money on books than on writing workshops/seminars/confer-
ences/retreats/etc.

AUTHORLINK: Discuss what you are working on now.

FORD: I’m building one novel and renovating another.

About the Author April L. Ford grew up in Quebec. She is managing editor of Digital Americana Mag-
azine and teaches creative writing at SUNY College at Oneonta. She’s the recipi-
ent of a Pushcart Prize (2016 edition), and her debut story collection won Grand
Prize for the Santa Fe Writers Project 2013 Literary Awards Program for Fiction.
April has spent time at Virginia Center for the Creative Arts as a Robert Johnson
Fellow, and at Ucross Foundation as a Writer in Residence. www.april-l-ford.com

About Regular
Contributor
Ellen Birkett Morris

Ellen Birkett Morris is an award-winning journalist whose interviews and reviews
have appeared in Authorlink, Prairie Schooner Online, The Louisville Courier-
Journal, and reprinted in the reader’s guides to The Receptionist and Clever Girl.
Her fiction has appeared in journals including Antioch Review, South Caroline
Review and Notre Dame Review. Ellen is a regular contributor to Authorlink.
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